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>> We searched for natural, as unchanged as possible and genuine materials. With mafi, we have
found the simple sophistication we desired for the floor. The varying lengths and breadths especially
give this loft an enormous generousness. <<
Architect: Uwe Fickenscher, Hof

OAK Country
brushed | natural oiled

: Wild 16

| An old manor becomes the modern solar house

The Wild 16, being the centuries old square courtyard in the town of Verlautenheide, was not only renovated but also turned into a futuristic example of an
energy oriented refurbishment. The estate has a solar accumulator heating. The selection of the materials for the completion of the interior was also done
according to sustainability. The client followed less a green question of faith than a rather farsighted calculation. A healthy room climate and sustainable raw
materials can sometimes be more expensive to acquire, however do prove to be a clever investment in the long run.
The desire for cosiness against the background of a healthy room climate led to the selection of the mafi Oak Country. The firm natural tone of the Oak with
its prominent play on colours immediately characterises the whole room. Through its open pored surface and regular care with water and wood floor soap,
the mafi floor can release humidity and thus improves the room climate sustainably. [read more at mafi.com]
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: Side fact

| Repair, hygiene factor and individualisation for your mafi floor

…that’s the mafi wooden floor soap. A substance which, when used regularly, solves almost all
challenges faced by the floor during its lifetime. The mafi wooden floor soap is simply mixed with
warm water (5l water + 125ml of soap) and applied using a woollen wipe mop to the floor.
The high fat content keeps the wood fibres supple, through which the fibres often do not break
under dents but rather are only pressed down. The wood absorbs additional water during the care
process, the dented areas stretch out and this results in the dents disappearing on their own over
time.
The soap serves not only for the care but also for cleaning. This natural product even has an
antibacterial effect.
The mafi wooden floor soap can also be seen as a chance to individualise and change your natural wooden floor. A switch of the
mafi wooden floor soap can be used to change the colour of the
wooden floor in nuances. In this way, a naturally oiled floor can
be brightened somewhat with regular use of white mafi wooden
floor soap. This effect can be useful in some situations. However,
a basic change of the original oiling is not possible. The changed
colour resulting from the mafi wooden floor soap is temporary and
can be returned to the original colour by switching back to the
original soap. [mafi.com]

: Planning Table

| Access to mafi’s image library

The planning table is the newest tool for partners, architects and
employees at mafi.com. Here you can quickly and easily find and
download high resolution images of all our floor products. The
system is based on a shopping cart, similar to the Partner Online
ordering system, in which selected images can be put. This means
that images are available for architects 24 hours a day. Partners
use the planning table to assist with web presentations or for print
advertising.
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